Press information - 6 March 2018
AUTONOMOUS VEHICLE LEADER AND SPECIALIST NAVYA PRESENTS AUTONOM CAB AND AUTONOM
SHUTTLE AT THE GENEVA MOTOR SHOW FROM 6 TO 18 MARCH
Since 1905, the Geneva Motor Show has been showcasing the very latest in automobile technology.
This year’s edition provides the perfect opportunity for NAVYA to present its AUTONOM range of fully
autonomous and electric vehicles for a more fluid and shared mobility experience.

AUTONOMS: fluidifying urban centres as of now.

Comprising public transport vehicle AUTONOM
SHUTTLE and AUTONOM CAB, the first on-demand
robotaxi on the market, the AUTONOM range has
been developed to revolutionise urban mobility,
habits and technology.
The vehicles in the
AUTONOM range were designed from the outset to
be fully autonomous, meaning that there is no
cockpit, steering wheel nor pedals. Electric, shared
and on-demand, they can communicate with one
another and with their environment.
A multitude of services for AUTONOM CAB and an AUTONOM SHUTTLE service available for visitors
Launched on 7 November in Paris, AUTONOM CAB offers a wealth of services. Users can order the
vehicle using the dedicated smartphone application, geolocate it and close the doors when ready to set
off. Once on board, passengers can pre-order and buy cinema tickets, obtain tourist information or even
order a coffee which they can pick up at their destination. With AUTONOM, NAVYA enables citizens to
manage their time and space.
“Our AUTONOM SHUTTLES are already operating in more than 14 countries worldwide, providing
mobility solutions for the first and last mile. With AUTONOM CAB, NAVYA is revolutionizing urban
mobility“ explains NAVYA Marketing Director Nicolas de Crémiers.
Visitors to the show can travel around in a more fluid manner by hopping on board an AUTONOM
SHUTTLE, operated by Transports Publics Genevois (TPG), which will be running between the car park
and Palexpo throughout the show. NAVYA’s autonomous mobility solutions can be found on the Emobile booth, #5141.
NAVYA in figures

65

vehicles deployed worldwide

280 000
14

passengers transported

countries served

11 million

annual turnover in euros

2

production sites (FR/US).

Company headquarters in France

210

passionate employees

260 000

50 positions open for recruitment
engineering hours

ABOUT NAVYA
NAVYA, created in 2014, is a French company and leading name in the autonomous vehicle market. October 2016 saw NAVYA secure a 30
million euro raise in capital together with its original shareholder, investment fund Robolution Capital, Cap Decisif Management with the
FRCI Fund (Fonds Régional de Co-investissement de la Région Ile de France), holding company GRAVITATION, French groups VALEO and
KEOLIS. NAVYA benefits from major advances in technology in the driverless, electric vehicle sector thanks to a highly-qualified R&D team.
Christophe Sapet, its CEO, is supported by a team of 210 people divided up between Paris and Lyon (France) and Saline (Michigan, USA).
For more information visit http://navya.tech/
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